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To al?, whom it may concern:
| ples of action, I shall next direct attention to
Be it known that I, DAVID BRUCE, Jr., of a perspective drawing of the machine marked
Burlington county, State of New Jersey, have Figure 1. In this view may be seen the ar
devised, constructed, and fully tested a new rangement of most of its parts, and such parts
Machine for Casting Printers' Types, by which as are not apparent in this will be referred to
the labor of the workman is much abridged in other drawings.
and the rapidity of the operation of casting Ais what Icall the “bed-plate.” It is of cast
much increased.
| iron about twenty-two inches square, to which
To properly understand the various parts of is secured various parts of the machine. . The
the following described machine it seems nec. bed-plate is cast with two holes in it, one over
essary to state the general principles upon which the furnace B is placed. The other is for
which it operates and some of its principal the action of a revolving double cam. To the
movements. The various parts of the machine under side of the bed-plate is attached shaft
are attached to a flat plate of cast-iron, which F by iron boxes. On one end of the shaft
lies horizontally and serves the purposes of a may be seen the crank, and on the opposite
table-top and foundation for the machine. end the fly-wheel. Upon the side opposite the
Upon this flat plate is secured a small furnace furnace may be seen the oblique frame G.
and kettle, for the purpose of melting type. This frame supports the axis of the mold-arm,
metal. This kettle contains a small forcing. hereinafter to be described. To the upper sur
pump, from which arises an iron pipe up to face of the frame, Fig. 2, may be seen secured
the edge of the kettle at an angle of about plate a a, which Idenominate the “axis-plate,”
forty-five degrees. The mold is attached to and it contains at each end the axis or pivots
the end of a lever, which lever is hinged at its upon which the mold-arm H works. This
other end to an iron frame, whose upper sur. plate a a is secured to the frame G by two
face slopes at an angle of about forty-five de- screws, b b, which pass through slotted or elon
grees. To the oblique surface of this iron gated holes near each end. These elongated
frame the mold-lever is hinged, so that the holes are for the purpose of adjusting the mold
mold rises and descends upon the end of the in any required position over the end of the
pipe and in a line with the edge of the kettle pipe P.

at an angle of about forty-five degrees. This
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I shall next describe the furnace and kettle

lever, with its mold, (mouth downward,) by | W. The furnace B may be in form square,
half a revolution of the crank-shaft, is brought but I have chosen to make it largest at its up
down to fit the end of the pipe of the pump, per edge to favor the molding of it when cast.
in which position it remains long enough to It is secured to the bed-plate A by brackets
receive a discharge of metal by a descent of or flanges cast upon it. . Its door is on the
the pump-piston. By completing a revolution same side over the shaft F, and the flue e of
of the crank-shaft the lever and mold are raised. the furnace passes up on the side of the door.
In raising the lever the mold is opened by The kettle is firmly secured to the upper edge
means of a rod attached to one half of the of the furnace B by screws passing through its
mold, which at the same time loosens the type flange. Fig. 4 is a sectional view of the kettle,
just cast, which drops out and slides into a box showing its internal parts. I have chosen the
or paper placed to receive it. Thus, by means inverted pyramidal form of the kettle as well
of a continuous motion of the crank-shaft, the adapted to let the flame play freely round its
mold is closed, brought in contact with the lower surface.
.’
face of the pipe, a type is cast by a descent of R represents the pump-chamber and the
the piston forced down by a spring, the mold iron pipe T, inserted into its socket at an

is raised and opened, and the type is made to angle of about forty-five degrees, and in such
drop out. The rapidity with which type can a position that its bore will entér the p??p

be cast by this process depends much upon the
skill of the workman, the accuracy of the machine, and the size of the type to be cast.
Having given a brief outline of its princi-

chamber R near its bottom. The object of
this pipe is to form a communication between
the pump-chamber and the mold. To do this
more effectually, upon the upper end of the
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is at rest and the other rising, opening, and
discharging, and again closing and lowering,
which movements of the mold are all going
forward at the same time.
.
The following dimensions of some of the

T of the pump, its bore passing down into the

pump-chamber at or about an angle of forty
five degrees with the surface of the fluid metal,
by which means the metal is driven in a straight
line from the bottom of the pump-chamber
into the mold.
3. The position of the mold upon the end
of the arm, it being transverse to the length
of the arm H and parallel to its axis, also the
mold-hinge k, with its adjusting-arms q q, the
cylindrical slide passing through it at a right
angle with its centers or axis.
4. The manner of opening and closing the

principal parts will enable a workman to make
a machine, and the drawings may be consid
ered sufficiently correct in their relative pro
portions to guide him in its general construc
tion: Bed-plate A, about twenty-two inches
Square; furnace B, seven inches square at top,
rather smaller at bottom, depth six inches;
kettle, five and a half inches square at top, two
and a half at bottom, and three inches deep; mold and tilting the matrix by the rods X and
mold-arm H, thirteen inches long, breadth at Z, before described.
hinge, seven and a half inches; length of trans 5. The axis-plate a a, by which means the
verse limb, five and a-half inches; large cam, arm H can be adjusted properly over the
four and a-half inches by three in breadth; | spout P.
wheel-cam s, two inches in diameter.
.6. The combination and arrangement of the
The parts of the before-described machine parts, in the manner before described, to effect
which I claim by right of original invention the purpose of casting printing-types by ma
chinery.
are, viz: .

1. The cylindrical cover or cap P to the end

of the pipe of the pump, whereby all leakage
is carried back into the kettle and the air suf.
fered to escape.
2. The oblique direction or angle of the pipe
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